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How
REALTIME-PRINTING
fills realtime
marketing gaps.
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ZUCKER
GUTEN
Online? Mobile? Social?
PoS? Print?
Networked communication –
no matter whether for trade,
services, consumer or business – is now a reality.

Yet, many organisations are still struggling
with multi-channel, cross-device marketing. Their organisational structures have
developed over long periods of time and
are usually associated with silo mentality,
entailing a lot of effort, big budgets and
even more advertising wastage.
This is where our consulting people come
in and bring all your departments to the
table. We actively facilitate the dialogue
between often differing viewpoints and
then work with you to find the best possible way for all channels to interact.
A good example is our latest solution:
Realtime Printing. Printed advertising
material is created “on demand” and
automatically, individualising the cus-

PRINT
eversfrank.com

MEDIA

ENVIRONMENT

ONE-TO-ONE

CONSULTING
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BERG?
BERG?
tomer approach at least as well as the
usage-based online advertising, and is
then delivered to your customers fast, very
fast indeed, as the name implies. Once
your advertising materials have reached
their destination, they can then play out
all the benefits of a print product.
On the following pages, we will show you
exactly how realtime printing works and
how it can be the perfect complement
to your realtime marketing.
Realtime printing is only one result of
P2B , power2business. Our innovation

concept with which we develop from
print, through software, to environmentally friendly effective solutions, all from
a single source.
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WHAT
ONLINE
NEEDS.
AND
PRINT
CAN DO.
eversfrank.com
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Online advertising opportunities have
been growing for 20 years and are
continually dropping in price. With the
result that they are used ever more
excessively, dropping a veritable flood
of advertising onto users. The consequence: Users install adblockers and
spam filters, and cancel newsletters.
In short, the customer is annoyed
and flees.

Realtime printing – the instrument
of efficient realtime marketing.
PUSH
NOTIFICATION

AD
SERVING

only with permission,

adblockers,

mobile number

bulk volumes

EMAIL
double opt-in permission,
low attention intensity,

Realtime marketing minimises wast-

spam filters

age in the online environment by using
predictive analytics, customisation and
automation, but “only” online. Until
now. With realtime printing, Eversfrank
delivers a fully automated solution to
integrate the “paper channel” into the
process via API interface, thus circumventing adblockers and the like.

PUSH
NOTIFICATION

AD
SERVING

Print mailings
• do not need explicit permission
to be delivered when they are

PRINT

fully addressed
• by post are more eye-catching
than email in an overflowing inbox
• sink in more intensely than
messages on a screen
Realtime printing not only supports different online marketing scenarios such
as lead generation, bounce management, optimising the conversion rate.
It also finally enables relevant omnichannel communication.

EMAIL
Print directs the recipient to online stores,
steers to newsletter subscription,
requests mobile numbers.
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TEAM &
TOOLS.
Realtime printing is so easy
with our partners, our tools
and processes.

»A profitable connection:

»Together with Eversfrank, we

»The good old print medium – together with our partners

Inxmail can now seamlessly

have redeveloped print as a

we turn it into fast, highly effective support for the full online

activate the print channel

contact point – making it an

marketing package.«

or bounce back into the

indispensable part of every-

email channel.«

day communication.

Peter Ziras,
Managing Director
of Inxmail GmbH

Gerhard Märtterer, our Head of One-to-One Marketing Services.
Joachim Glowalla, our Sales/Managing Director (Preetz).

DynaCampaign , our campaign management system,
decides on the timing, content
and channel for addressing
customers depending on the
customer profile and purchasing history.«
Stefan Oertel,
Managing Director of
Dymatrix Consulting Group GmbH

Always there when we need
them: Our cooperation partners.
1 BRANDAD Systems AG
Novadex GmbH
2 DYMATRIX Consulting Group GmbH
3 Inxmail GmbH
rabbit eMarketing GmbH
4 GMC Software Technology GmbH
5 microm GmbH Consumer Marketing

eversfrank.com
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MARKETING PORTALS (1)*
CAMPAIGN MANAGEMENT (2)*
Customer data are generated from various channels.

INTERNET

CRM

EMAILS (3)*

SOCIAL MEDIA

(2+5)*

APPS (4)*

ANALYTICS
Lists are prepared with personalised
data using CRM, data enhancement
and analysis tools.

The lists are sent to our API

PRINT API

and the images/texts matching
the target person are added.

DATABASE

RENDERING ENGINE

Creates hyper-personalised
print data for each destination
in postage-optimised order

Personalised postcards,

If desired, the static content
of magazines, catalogues, etc.
is produced here.

inserts and envelopes are
OFFSET
PRINTING

DIGITAL
PRINTING

digitally printed here.

HYBRID PRINTING

All components are merged
and finalised in a fully automated
process (via camera reading).

Postal delivery in
postage-optimised order.
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TRUST IS
GOOD.
EXAMPLES
ARE
BETTER.
Let‘s take a look at one of the
biggest problems in e-commerce:
Customers who abandon their
baskets, the checkout dropouts.

Every day, up to 70 % of customers

However, retargeting need not auto-

just abandon their shopping baskets.

matically and always take place: The

Realtime printing with our Drookies ®*

predefined algorithms re-decide in

is a very effective tool to recapture

every instance with every visitor wheth-

those customers.

er and which channel is used to track
them. That may mean an email, a spe-

Even if a visitor doesn‘t sign up with a

cial newsletter, a push notification –

shop as a customer, campaign manage-

or a particularly eye-catching printed

ment can identify guests in their shop.

mailing: A Drookie ®.

Comparing surfing profiles with the addresses on your own customer lists also
makes it possible for the Drookies ® to be
delivered to the correct mailbox. All it
takes is a casual customer relationship,
e.g. a temporary registration for a newsletter, or participation in a competition.
eversfrank.com
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Every day, 50–70 % of online
shoppers abandon their
purchases. We will show you
how to reel them in again.

DATA ON CHECKOUT BOUNCES
(e.g. data generated by cookies, your CRM system and analytics, your internal specifications)

Retargeting across all channels:
Your campaign management
determines who is contacted and
how: Online, mobile, or using our
Drookie® – highly individualised,
fully addressed printed mailings.

VERGESSEN?

WEITERSHOPPEN!

Within 48 hours, your Drookies® will be digitally printed at Eversfrank, prepared for mailing
and placed in the mailboxes of customers who
have abandoned their purchases.

What we have learnt from Drookie® projects
with customers like the bonprix fashion store
VIELEN DANK!

is that the order rates achieved are much
higher than without mailings or with those
that are not individualised.

*Personalised web reaction postcards based on cookie data
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IN GOOD
COMPANY.

If you want to fill the gaps in
your realtime marketing or need
a solution to another problem
in your multi-channel communication, then give us a call.
We look forward to hearing
from you.

• Gerhard Märtterer
Head of One-to-One-Marketing
Services, Büro Süd
Albrecht-Villinger-Straße 10
71332 Waiblingen
phone +49 7151 566-355

gerhard.maertterer@eversfrank.com
• Joachim Glowalla
Sales/Managing Director
Eversfrank Preetz
Industriestraße 20 · 24211 Preetz
phone +49 4342 765-123

joachim.glowalla@eversfrank.com

eversfrank.com

IMPRINT
Printed with a Xerox
Production Colour Press
Concept and realisation:
ko:ma, Markenkommunikation,
Hamburg:
Barbara Kohlhas (Text)
Babette Lichtenford
(Art Direction and Illustration)
www.ko-ma.org
General production:
Eversfrank Group
www.eversfrank.com

Eversfrank Group
Evers & Evers GmbH & Co. KG | Ernst-Günter-Albers-Straße | D-25704 Meldorf
phone +49 4832 608-0 | fax +49 4832 608-300 | info@eversfrank.com
www.eversfrank.com

